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Introduction

wt

The study of decision making in old age with regard to resource utili-

zation is a relatively new and uncharted territory as far as social gerontology

is concerned. In contrast to the over'whelMing litea-ture Jon young adults,

studies on decision making of older adults are relatively scanty: Empirical

'.investigation has centered until recently on the economic aspects and monetary
. .. .. . .

.

.gains of decision making, i.e., gambling, while its spcial alld cultural aspects. - --.. .

9 -

have been largely neglected.

Decision-making theories in general are concerned with choices between

alternative Fourses of action based on an individual's or'group of individuals'

estimates of the relative probabilities of outcomes and, the relative preference

or Value of the,'outcomes. It is assumed that individuals will make .choices in

such a way thatthe maximum value or utility or the minimum Of disutility re-
.

.

.

lated tb various l evels of objective or subjective probability will follow from

the chosen alternative (Edwards, 1955; FishbUrn, 1964; WilcoxT14-2).
,

According to Craik -(1967), older people require more information than
- ,

ybunger people before making a decision and they are reluctant to respond unless

they are sure of being right,.-especially in. new or in stabiguoUs sitOtions.

The ability'to analyZe a situation or a problem requires severarmentai

functions (Guilford, 1967; Bromley, 1967; and Ar1- ren., 1 67). Among these are:

intelligence, classification, generalization, conceptualization, problem'solv-

ing, meMory, learning, ld reasoning:. Brim et al (1962)'claim that general

values, life orientation, and culturl.background account'for more v4riabilir.y
' . ..,:..-: .

i. ..
. .1in decision making than the 4ore traditional.pesonality traits.

.

. % ,-- ... P ., ' 40 1
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Introdution 2

1

The social'enmirOnment has an importank impact on decision making as weiil.

Far example, Hill (1970) found that Age, education, sex, authority patterns,.
,

-. .
,

yalne orientation, marital organization, and social class 'were all related to,

rationality and .satisfaction in decision making.

' ,The review of the literature on decision making in old age indiates that

the most useful theoretical approadt is based on the problem solving procegs,

,-As elaborated. by Brim (1962'5, Festinger (1967),
/..

ilford (1967), and Hdlsti

(1971). This is the model we.selected for use in this study. Subjective pro- .

bability of each alternative, desirability of deciSion to be made, its expected

'utility and preferential ranking, confidence in and,satisfaction with decision

a
made, are' the element& integrated icto the problem- Solving model, We decided

to use both the subject's own past life events and several ;'tandardized

situations (Bawinickf 1966) to test the decisiorv-Making processes utilized by

the elderLy. The decision-making process thus derived for the 441"), involved
°

the following stages: in stage 1 there is an awareness of a _problem or need,

or same stress or crisis occurs in the life of the subject which, in stage'2,

engages the individual search fok a solution. IA the search for:ad6olution

.

to the problem alternat4_ves are created or drge, information is sought (lfrom

1
self and/or significant others), and relative costs, utilities or values 'related

..-.°9. ,

to the problem are weighed. In stage 3 a selection is madd ofan alternative

and a decision is reached whether to act or to delay action. ,Finally, in :Otie -

. t
4 t he action taken is evaluated withregard toits outcome--whetheeit,,was

,

cessful dr not.

Research 'Tasks and Objectives
:

./

.
The specific research task we committed o4sdlves to iMpleme.pt fdqus0 op 1

o 1

, the exploratiOn of the following aspectsjelated to decision Making by older adults.

4
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6
1. An analysis of the subjectively felt needs and their impact uponA A 4

the decision- making capabilities of older Americans.

4
2. ,An assessment of the older adults' knowledge of, upe of, and satis-

faction with resources which may, be mobilized to alleviate the,gubjectively

felt needs.

At,
3,, A meaSurement of fh individual's ability to make decisions,'pd

4. An analysis 'Of 'the impact of age and, of various 1,v..

)

ng arrangements
.

,'.
.

'on decision mak,,ing. / I

-.

4'. .. I
1 Methodology

Research Design

The basic research' design impldyed ,called for a efore-after measurement

of,the decfsion-Making process used by older adults, that i's, subjectswei-e

intdtvieved, and re- interviewed six months after therinitial interview, to

determj.ne ,their patternS of decision making as related to and dependent upon

the'changes in their social-psychological world.

,Variablei assumed to be central to this study were: (1) subjettively felt

needs: (2). knowledge of rbsources; (34 abilitX to m4e'deciSions; (4) living

,.

. ,,

arrangements; and ('5) age--as independen variables; while the actual deCisions ..,,
.

made and the degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction wore the dependent vari-

ables.

`In 'addition to these central variables, control variables such a8 sex,

income, educaCion, and self-assessed healthyere also employed. It was parti-
k

cularly important to discover whether there are,age-re-lated"changes in older

t,
Americans' capability es for decisioi mating.

r

Seven hypotheses, were specified for the study. These dealt with the

assumed relationship6 between the independent and the dependent variables and
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Methodology

4.

4c

their interactive 'effects on_decision.making-by older adult.
,

A correlational design was used as the basic approach to the analysis of,
, "s %. k'..3 .

.

tae data. It we:S. assumed that several'of the.variables were interrelated and
'

.
, , 4

would have a combined impact on the decisions made whether to use or not to
. .

. .

use services. The actual analysis consisted of basic descriptive statistics,
'

such as frequencies, means', and standard deviattioAs. Differences between the

.mean scores were further analyzed by one way analyses of variance (ANOVA). In

*
addition, muliple regressign analyses were performed to predict- the most signi-

.

o

ficant variable related. to decisidn making in old age,

4.

'Particiliants
. ,

.

) 1 \thestudy t,rns conducted in the greater Washingtoh, D.t., Standard Metto-
,

s r., . ,

politan Statistical ..Area (SMSA). titilizing a social, area analysis approach,
-

' -

4

.

A23, census tracts were selected to represent_ the rattle 9f socio-economic vati-

ation'IJithin each riven geographic 'sector in relatida to the proportion of Ehe.

population who are elderly. Using goodneg's 'o'f fit statistics, the 23) census

tracts enumerated in'the householdsurvey wee found representative of the

larxer'pop4latiOn in the SMSA 'int terms of age, sex, marital status, income, and
.

-..

rad.e.

The universe ephsAted of approximately,5,600 seniors agto 60 years and

over. Only, ambulatory, community ;lying and non-institutionalized .elderly were
-

included in the study. Of the 959 -persons selected by, a systematic random

sampling procedure, 512 (53%) refused to 'take part in the survey leaving

a sample Of 447r'e.spondents(.. A telephone surveyof 10% of the refusersrevealed

similar characteristics' to.the overall population, used in the study in terms of

their composition and breakdown by ageand by sex.

,

t
r

I
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- J

Data were re ected by means af'an interview sc lule (Guttmann, r977).

5

° Questions included in the finl version of the instruments were pretested Isn a
/

number of aged people from similar census tracts and were found reliable by a

panel of experts.*.

1

/.. .

Characteristics of the Population
. .

,The sample included 183)Male and 264 female'eSponden, .Average aAe was '

71.87 ye rs. The averitge number of years of education was' 11.9 years. Income

levels ranted from less than $200per month for 11.4% of the sample Co over. '
*

$11000 per month for a third (33.7%), with an average mon,thly'income of about'

$600. Close to three-fourths (73.9%) afithe Simple.felt that they had adequate

income for their need:4.

Over balf of the respondents (58%) were married and were living with their
1

.

spouses.' Single, never married persons, the widowed, the sevrated, and the

divorced people who 'lived alone comprised the rest of the sample.

. .
.---

In' our study, 54.2% assessed their health as good; 29.5% consideredithedr

4

health average; and 16.3%, poor. Moreovers;_fh comparing their own health with .

, .6 : . . , . t
the health of other older yeople of their age, .rrore than half of our respondents

. /
I

I if

ported that they felt thetskves in better health than.others (56.5%). gno-
.,

,

. ' ther 31% said ,they Felt about the same, and only, 9.8% 'cignsidered their health

alb

poorer than that, of other aged 'persons.

) Measures Used

1: Assessment of Needs
- ,. .

:
Respandents were

.

asked torepatt some of their "more important,needs-not

'-. being fulfilled now:" They were que tionedspecifically on thirtee areas of
.

. -

4,
*CosultawtS: dr. John C. Townsend, Dr. Jack 30-twinick, Dr. James Rooney,'

,

, Dr. Rich4rd Kolm, and'Dr: Lewis W. Carr.
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need; as defined,,by Palmore (1570). These con isted of medical cares counseling,

physiCar assistances,legal assistance,, social interaction, financi al assistance,

., 4. ,

day cgxe, employyent and transportation. For' each of these areas, respondents '

were asked to indicate Whether they hali.a need for, help and, -if they did, whether

. they were already receiving help. Those needs for which no help was-being sought

were considered "unmet need s" and those. for. which help was being received were

, call6d "needs being met ". ,

Those respondents who repo/ted at least one unmet need were asked.which
=

.need was most important- to them. All respondents Were asked what needs they
-

:si

expected in the coming year or two and how they would plan for this possibility.

After 'six months.respDndents were re-interviewed. ,Those who had had an impor----.."

tint unmet need ,;ere asked whether they s'tillhad that need They were also
. e

,

k asked whether they had taken any action with regard.tothat,need. Far those .

who had ta.k6n some action a setils of decision-making process questions i4as

asked to assess the steps taken in problem solution.

. Use ofReSources-

-/ Psychosocialors and decision - making processes associated with use and

1

satisfaction with agea,:y services were measured by questions relating to know-

ledge ofagerthr services, use of services, decision. making relatnd to.use.of-*

services, satisaction with services, and suggestions for utilization and

improvements of services.

.

3. Capability to Make Decisions ;ill.

,

., ,
....,..

. Respondents were asked to state how capable they felt themselves to make
,

,decisions about their health, budgeting their money, deciding where to live,

Use of their free time, and the decision whether to retire or to continue work

ing. PerceptiOns of capability, for making decisions Is related to self'and
- ,

other elderly people were assessed by a scale 'consisting of 15 items. Of these

11,

B .4



the first five items measured self-perceived ability; 5 items measured re-

,

sponsibility for decisions made and an additional 5 itemO were related to

. capabilities of e
4

ly yeople in geperal to make,decisibns. On the basis of

theesponses to these'items,'.two groups of respondents wee identified. Those
.

.

assignedwho etnsidered themselves very, capable to make decisions were assigned a code
. r .

,

, . . .
of "2"; and those wh.) considered themselveseithet,"fairly capable" or,1",not cape-

: 0 I . ' ..
. .

. ,ble"swere assigned a code of al". 'titilar groupiAgs of _the,respondents was
.

,

a 4 , '1
_

done with xelaticn, to scoring of responsibility and capability of other elderly
.

peopato make decisions as wele.

Interactions between the five areas.of decision making.,:as.Telafed,to.

perceptions of self and others, and'five demogaphic variables were-also asse-
.

sed. , These demograp'tic_variabIes'consisted of the folldwing: (1) age, divided :.

into 3 cdtegoric (60-69 years, 70-79 years, 80-0; (2) sex (,male,- female)'; (?)

income (under $400/month, $400-$1,000/moneh, over $1,000/month): and (5) living

S

arrangements (living alone, living with spouse, living with others).

Finally, the,Game five'areas of decision making bj self and by other

elderly were analyzed with regard to three ccmponentsof the decision-making

process: (l) action taking versus non-action taking, (2) the ,nu ber.of possf-

bilities conidered, and (3) satisfaction with the effort or the result.

4. Action Taking in Like Events. ( ---'

.
,.

. , , .
. r

. Respondents were asked the question: "Have you been involved in any of
i W ,

. , ..*
Atthe following situations in the past six months?" followed by a.list.of 34'

,../ . ,. .

.

events derived from the social readjustm nt, rating questionhaire (SRRQ) con-
t.

\. .

structed by Holmes, 0,.arid Masuda .974). .These,were organized according to the

following,.categories: (1) whethpr th,/event wa s inAtiated by the respondent'
.

$

himself o'r byt other person, (2) whethet the event required some change in

the petsonal condition or social corQition of the respondent, and (3) whether
,

ir

9

a

I
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;
_

- . c

the event as both self- and.other-initiated.' We also wante 0 see what the-
-

\
.

individual was considering doing in relation to a particular event; how desire-

ble.wap the active taken; what were the chances for' CuccesS' in terms oif the

li
,'. , ,

objectives; whether or not theirespondent was able-to use.,his or her first
. .., .

choice; whey did the respondent seek information while deciding; h9W this
, .

. . . /. -

. . .

.infortilation was ranked, in tams bf its importance; dad finally, how satisfied
.'.

-.100

or dissatisfied was the respondent with the deciSions made concerning the re-
7

ported life event.4
se/

Results and Implications

1, Results Related to the Hypotheses of the Study

At previonTly stated, there were seven hypotheses Telated to the'study

of decision Making in`lold age. These were tested with a series ofv analyses of

variance and 1,71T.11 multille regression analyses. Of the seven hypotheses, four

were not_supported by the data and Were therefore rejectld. Knowledge of ser-

vices, choice foeFervices; involvement and active participation in decision

making and autonomy in making decisions were pot significantly correlated with

satisfactiOn about dec,lsions"made.

Tho hypothes that order Americans who make decisions about service

utilization on the b.tsis of need for services would be more satisfied with

----their decisions than elderly with a lesser felt need for services was sup-

f---Pored in the reverse trend. There Was a signifiCant difference between those )

who knew and used services and those who did not. 4Respondents with one need'
.

.
..,

. '

or withno needs had higher satisfaction with thei r dedisions than those respon-
. ,

,

dents who had more tpan.one red. For example, the knowledge and use.of the

police by the respondent's was significant (p = 0.001). Similarly, knowledge

and use of Social Security differedsignifidently (p = .001). Respondents with:,
.

-10
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9

no Deed we're more satisfied with Social Security than
'

those wholpdsmote thaq,
,,

.

one'need. Respondents with'no need indicated greater satisfaction with services

. 4
-

.

/
' I

1 --",---.
.

.
'than-those respondents with more th4i one need.

°

The relationship between living arrartgeMent and satisfaction with dctsions

\\.. made by oldeimericans was partially supported by our findings. The'bigsest
.

. i

w,

difference mas.13etweenthose 'Who. lived with children, grandchildren,-and other
I\. 4 ,

.

relatives and those who were living with their spouses only. Those who lived
-

,
. ,

with their spouses only were more satisfied with their decisions than those,

living_ in other arrarrents ( p = .05).

The hypothesis which stated that older Americans" patterns ,of decisicin

- ,
Making are dependent upon the interaction of subjectively'felt'needs, knowledgd

- -

of available resources, capability for making,decisions, anIpliving arrangements.

.

was supported by the data. Subjectively felt need was found to be
.

the strongest

, l .
tredictoran this relationship (.11) followed by,certainty of decision, physi-

.

t...
- .'cal ability, and knowledge of ,,resources. The magnitude ofthe,ccorrelation...

* . -.

. reached, however, was relativelS, small (.0: ...,

,., '-.......-c
6

.,

The variabi,s found to be significantly related to knowledge or service

1
r. r

agencies and fife satisfaction included the numbepf alternatdves egniidered,

0action taking, and use of services. Combined, these variables reached. a magni-,

tude of. .73 and were all significant at the' .001 level or beyond.'

Satis,faction with the respondent's Currentlife situation was strongly

associated with tha use of serviceagencies (.49). The perception of time of

life,'whether best or worst for the -respondent, was correlated with perceived
,

ssapability.and with certainty about decision made and was related to the sources
4

of information sought while deciding and to decision satisfac--

tion. Both subjectively felt needs= illowAedgZ of available resources, and

capabilities for making decisions were sIgnificantly,related to satisfaCtion..

1

t
1

11
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with decisions made,by our respondents.

o - 10

. ,\,... ,.
Decision Making,Capability--jerception. of Self and Others.

..az.

-

A., ,- A

.over 80% of the respondents Onsidered themselves very ca able, and an
, , ,.

1
. ,,

...

addiikonal 16.4% considered themselves fairly capable to,make,their qwn deci-
, ,

.
.,s tips. Few respoodenti'(3:6%) report,ed that they were not catible to make

.00

-decisiohs'. -,

. 4 ' . '

.

Well over,two-thirds of -the respondents thodtht that they' were capable
,

'.. . t

0. as well as reap w:ibTe to take,deciSions on matters related. their - health,,.,

, r.

c
1

,

budgeting .the,r noncy, to'work or to retire, toNfind suitable riving artange-,

. .

ments1.,;and
.

to uise Clei,r, free time. It. was ,interestIng to not that,the family
., .

t.

a .
,was considered recTnnsible fortmaking depisitns in all t

.
.

S

e matters by, a very'
, .

small pe'rcedt of the respondents, not exceeding Kof the tdml.population.

Respondents in their 70's more dften fejtthemselves capable to decide

how to liudget their money than respondents in their 60's 4* in t-hdir

Marini status, and sCx4idi not differ signi-

he less capable suhjects to make,deciions.

(X. =-12.12, df = ;),; 1) . .00
2

o - 1

ficantly bdtween the -.12ahle
.7

,c.,,

but, inc me was s.j.nifilrantly different ,between the two groups (X - 7.79, df =

3, p = .U5), Respondents "wiEFT incomes of $400 or gore 1.). moil h snore often ky .

,c
...

felt thenlkelves
.!

capablq to decide how to §penyir frent u than thbse'whAe

incomes were less tan $400.,,,pec month.

In perceived respOnsibiliy on matters related to health, respondents
7 ,

2
differed ,by -sex (X =.9.25, df = f, p = ,OS). Females tended more than males

to regard themselves aT having' the major regp.onsibility for deci4ons made in

these jnatters.

/, ,...

Make decisdonstwere cross-tabulated by pSychosocialtvarlables. Results dndi-
i

cated that those with incomes

,

Respondents! perceptions regarding the capabilities of o ther elderly to

4.

t.

of less thpn $400 -per month tended to see other
. . .'

12 , p

1. ,

)



elderly as'less capable to decide about matte-is of health care = 15.00,
.

df = 1, p = .001). Similar findings weie noted,in relation to decisions about

managin their monty (X
2

10.14, df = 3, p = .01) and the decision whe'dier. to

work or to retire (X
2
= 15.48, (If =.3, p = .00f). 4ge, marital status, sex, and:

_, .."....!;
,

,. ,
.

lying arrangements were not, s4nificant1S", different between the two groups,
. . -

..
. ,. ,

ose who _saw_ elderl lees capable.to make decigions tended -to consider

'- ,,:.

fewer alternatives in relations to health, budgeting their money,'the dedIsion'
1/4,

.'

Of.whereto live, the decision about the use of free time, and the decisionabout
;r

61

retiFemeh.. .

,

`...,-""-----

vAThose whe-P-eiLvd their capabilities to make decision's in positive terms
.

.

indicated more alternative Aeking behavior while deciding than those whose per-.

cepti.or(s of their capahilities were less positive. Women, on the whole,, [ended

,
./to look at more alternatives titan did the man but tended to see the possibili-

f

ties for'.their dOcisicn making as les's desirable ,than men did." ,Eamjly relations

were also related ttf tne degree of desirability, of decisions made. ,Respondents

wh6 reported,theirfaMily relationships as less than satisfactory tended to see

the possibilities for dccision,making as less desirable-.

"
-The older subjects tended to have less satisfacton with their decisions

in'relation to their needs than the younger subjects.

s-

Information skekers tended to diff'e'r- from those respondents viclo did not

seek information from others while deciding about a course of action- Those

it

who gght information tended to use sighificantly more Arvices than the non-
..

information,seekers. The difference, however, was not gignifican,tin relation
i ' .

.. - .

to the knowledge of services. Ln general, information seekers tended to loakt,

i
.

at more:alternatives prior to making
.

a decision than the non-information seekers.
:,

. . ,
, =

'.'tindlngs indicated that the availability of a confidant was related to

the chances access An'decision making. 'those respondents-who had only a

)
6
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4

. . . ..t.
, .'. .

12

.

' fiiend asa.zonfictant *ad fewer chances for 'success with their decision than

those of the respondents who had both family and fends, available to,them as
..4p,

confidants. There was no significant- difference between those who named their-,.

first choi. e as
-
most successful and those whose first choice was not their most

. . successful hoice. -But the-trend found indicated that good health and living

alone were poSitively related tcrlooking upon the first choiceas the most desir-

,able one.

Over half of the respondents (53.7%) used the decision-making process in

relation to a felt frded,';while'almost two- thirds (66.3%) used the process in

, relation, to k ref:ept life event. The psycho-social vViables found to be signi-

ficantly related t4 thew decision-making process consisted of health, living

arrangements% income sex, fAlily relations, availability of a confidant, per-

ceived capability, and life satis4action.

..

, 3. _Resules Related to the Needs dT 14 Respondents
.

. 4-'%.. .. .
,

The needs reported by the respbndents 'were eompare4,to nationally known
.

_. , .
. ,

.surveys represm iting elderly people from all income groups, such as the Harris.

Poll (1974), Bild and Havighurst's.study of the elderly in' Chicago (1976) , and

'tothe study ,by the Es§exNCounty Office on Aging (1976).

'Of the, nine major areas affecting functioning in old agg and reported-in

th"eiestudies as the most impArtant. in terms of needs, -five were noted by our

. .

respondents as well. They were: trqnsportation, financial assistance, loneli-.

ness, medicaT care, and scare related to,physitak disability. In our study,
-

transportation was the"mosit important need for 21.7%,of the respondents. Finan-
.

.

tial assistance, as the seconc4most import need, was MentiOnedby 16.8% of
,

the respondents. .
The'need"for,medical.care was reported by 79.4% of the respondents as0..

being met.- Social -.needs, such as need for someone tocontact the resp,t7lent

.
.1..4
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regularly, was reported met by 77.6 %, and over 70% of our respondents said that

4

their need to join a group or club to socialize was also met.

-Althost half of therespcindents (45.6%), reported a number of unmet needs.'

.. ,

About oRe-third (31.0%) 4:g the respondents said that they did not expect any
v.

problems or an 1 in the futilre, but a little over one-fifth (21.4%) listed

health-and medicai care as their greatest future expected need. Only one in

eight listed economic problems as the greatest worry in the futipre. Moving and/ .

or probleMs.related to living arrangements as most important needs in the future

,
.

were listed by 1,0,% of, the respondents, and onlyq.3% stated that loneliness

wou -o.,.a future pec9blem. These findings correspond to thOse reporked by the
I

t*,

. . tw 'i

Harris P41 (1974) and approximate rather Closely theifindingsof Bild and
/

Havihurst (1970 and bf Hyman. (1976) .

.
More than one-third of the resporidents (34.8%) had no plans to deal With

heir futute exnected needs. Reliance on self to solve needs.was reported by

one-third of .thb re,,pcndents. Reliance on family. for solT/ing.future expected

needs was rather small (9.4%), and friends played even a_lesser role (2.2%).

,Professionals andorganizations as possible sources of reliance for future

heeds were listed try olle,:fifth of the subjects.

Only a'small percent of the subjects (5.6%) felt that they neededno

,information in ordur to deal with their particular needs: Most subjects selNd

"
themselves to o)tain the kind of information they thought they wculd need

to

)

deal properly with their needs. The most frequently consulted outside

source of information was professionals (by 9:6% of the respondents). Since

*

more than two-thirdsof the population (68.5%) felt that they did not have ity

need at the present time, it was interesting to note that a ,great majority of

those who did have a need diddke some action.
t A
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4. Decision-Making: Needs and Services

L4

Four major needg reported by 'Harris (1975), PalmOte (1968), Bild and

Havighurst (1976) as well as in this study were: health care, financial help,A

lonelines§, and lack of trensportation, Respondents in our study who reported:

their health as boor, their incomes as inadequate, being lonely very often, rand\

having no transportation as an important unmet need were further analyzed.

. Income was the most important indicator of problems. Age was related

onit to theproblem of\poor health, that is the older subjects assessed their

health more often d3 poor_ than did the younger subjects. The need to talk over

problems with a train a, counselor was most often unmet (Bygren, 1974)

In out) sample, 45.6% of the respondents had at least one important unmet,

need. This percentage is higher than found in the national sample, where about

one - third of tho:re interviewedNdefined their problems as very. serious (darris,

1975).

The likelihood of having unmet needs was related to sex, marital status,

-I .#
health, physical: a'oiliLy, and income. Other investigators have also found a

r

relationship between income and unmet needs.iNational Council on the Aging, 1970;,

N4Bild and Havighurst, i976; Harris, '. Sterne et, al., (1974) found that

rac0 e--reinforced by differences in income, education, religion, and marital .-

patterns--was strongly related to the existence of perceived %ents.
. ,

.

The "most important unmet needs" found to be age:related in the present

study were: (1) transportation, (2) physical assistance, (3) the need for

social affiliation, (4) medical care, (5) legal assistance, and (6)

assistance. Palmore (1971).found evidence for the firit four of these to be

0

age - related' in Project FIN'b.
L

These findings indicate that many of the needs of the elderlmay be
,

s.

alleviated if more financial assistance were available. S e the results o

16
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. .

this study-showthat respondents with pore Income have fewer needs, it is likely,

# 4
re -

a

by increasingilthe incoMe'ol,needy ererly people, other needs would be re-
.

duced because more moneVwoUld be spent,on buying needed services.'

Alleviating reeds by raising income has been suggested before: Barg and
tA

Hirsch (1974) report that respondents of low, socioeconomic status identify more

money as the essential aid toward greater satisfaction in social activities,

home maintenance, mobility, and leisure pursuits. A policy question based on the

findings of this stady seems inevitable: How can we help reduce need while allow-

ing the elderly to maintain as much autonomy and choice in their decision to ti,Se

services as possible? The results of.'this,study suggest that the best solUtion

to this questie,L,Would be a combinatiOn of 0erect financial assistance,and pro-
.

vision of convenient services which can be'purchased as the elderl,, themselves

see fit.
I

Vig (197,3) nces that some,of the services provided for the elderly in

Scandinavia are: collectiN4E.- housing projects with services on. the ground floor

(such as canteens, J-lot'meal services, recreational activities; hairdressing, etc.),

prio-tected dwellings forthose,who need more help and cad free or very inexpen-

sive domestic help, frac home nursing services, day hospitals with transportation

...

plovided, add "folk high schools" which offer short courses .on" a wide variety of
4). .

topics.- Many
-

,,f these services, if adopte , would offset the disadantages of

needy elderly in our society who suffer most.

5: Characteristics of the Action Takers

The social characteristics of those who took 'some action regarding a re- '

ported life event and thoSe who did not, was explored next. Theodifference

between action and non - action takers was highly significant (P = .0001). hangc,

'in reguka4personal habits was the most significant event in which the difference
. . A

.

between the two groups was- ehoted. Most people took action except when the event

waclearly beyond' their death of spouse or a clowe
\ 4r control, such as a

,

17
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friend. Action _takers outnumbered non - action takers by a patio -Of approxiMately

16

2 to 1 (22p versus 112). .

The everits which resulted in action taking consisted of,the following:
r *

P *

illness of the spoube and major illness or injury to self, iriprovem,entin

health conditions, achievement of arrTMportani, personal goal,andaking a triP'

or going on a acation. Those events inwhich the majority of the respondents

ook no action were: change in financial status,'death'of a close family mem-:

her other than the spouse, death of a friend, and change-in outlook on life,
A

Using a onc-wdy analysis of variance, a significant difference (p = .0i)

was found between ticse who perceived Eheir current'life situation as no better

or worse than nsuai and those who perceiva'their current situation as the

worst timerof thy,. Life. Action takers perceived their pregent life situation

_more pesitivelv Oar non-action -takerp.. The relations4ip between thAge of the

respondents an6 action taring regarding life events was also significant (p =

b. .06); however, Lhtnrrelation was rather weak (Kramer's'1.1 = ,013). In general,

action taker( were ..,:%unger than nonc'eztion takers, whiff e those 80 years and1 ..41t /
over tended not 10 take action for the/events reported, Tifse who had nigh .

,
, e, `.--t-

, .

income and educatiur .., r more likely ito be .action takers thaw those with lower

incomes. :The sex of. the respondents' however? was not significant in terms of
,

.
r\

. .
,

, actibm.takine in life events. About.half of both males and femahsvere in the

group Who did not make 'a decision in/the past year, but took some action in the

present. The health of the respondents was not significant in relation to a

life event: ',However, the perceived capabilities, of those who took action and

those who'did-nnt differed significantly, (p = .06). Action takers score higher

irT-Ielf-assessed ca,pabilitie than non-action takers who perceivied their 'cape-
.

-
bilities lower.

N 18
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Further analysis of 'the data tell6ted the differences between those who

were satisfied with their deCisiod regarding an action 'taken and those who

were not satisfied. Action takers had significantly higher satisfaction with',

their decision::- than non-action takers (F = 7.15; df = 1.211; p'= .009).

6. Action Taking ,in 'Life Events

T11 results of this study indicate that action takingrxelated,td a life

event is the most important predictor of psychological w 11 being. Education

and health are also important correlates of action ing. In general, the

higher the number of life events, the more action is takcn.by the respondents.

Age, education. 1e., perceived capability, and satisfaction with decisions

,t
made are signirieant variables in pg.ception of life evts as positive or

negative. Thol-;c who'are younger, better educated, have higher incomes, and

who perceive ther 'own capabilities positively look upon life .events in a more

positive way do respondents having different charicteriStics.

One. of the more important findings of this studywas that action takers

differed fro6 aon-action takers in each of tHe componnts that make up the

decision - making :ror;ess. They considered more alternatives, thought A the

\

'actions they took as viable,'were'ready to take higher !risks in order to

succeed, looked ul,un'L:heii-choices more positively, and .used: the,lr first choice

br.a Much greater ratio than those respondents who did not take action. One

may therefore speculate that action taking might be.reiatet1 tq previously,

acquired skills in'deci'sion making which predisposes the o1dd'r adult to engage

in this activity whenever the need arises, and Lat. levels of socialitation'

and 'c,ultural background are important element in predicting active use of the

decision-marng process. In addition,qbng stalding Rersotality a'Ilaracteristics

ry
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a 1 . .

might ipredispose..the individual for active or T4Sive behavior thus generating
4 ..

, . .

,

, mort'Or fewer life event's.
.

.

, .
. . .

a. Perception of Life Events

pot_ all .events in old-a5 or at any age for that matter, are perceived .

.

i'n

.

as stres'sful.i Mcrer adults who live n the community and who constitute the

. q
1

,majorit5r of, the elderly, ,in our society are muc more diverse and unique in
. ,

, ,
.

,

their perceptions of life events than depicted in the popular and in the Sci
1...c

entific'literlture. They have a strong will to live and to enjoy life. For

. many, old age is time of fulfillment rather than a tragic dOwnhill process

(Maas and: Kuypers, 1974). Taking a trip or going on vacation is often per-

cei:ved'as an ilctivi ty which enhances living (Salmo , 1975). Similarly,

achieving an tai.ortanl personal goal can promote t ial functioning of

the individual.

The findili,,s of our ttujci ;lisp indicate 5that we need, to learn more
* i

about the characteristics_ of life events in old age and about the' conditions

der whic4 h they occur. Further.infOrmation is needed on the extent to which:
.

%, .

these-events shape the individual's adjustment to old age. Yew scales are

needed to appropriately measure the relative importance of .1,ireevents in

terms of presont and,antiCipaied life. satisfaction. ,

0 ,

c

,

We also need to evaluate the merits of assessing life evenrs a..,positiyer 'Ir

or negative by the respondents themselves'rather than solely"y the investigators.

An event perceived by 'a particular investigator as positive may not be so per

Ce,ived by a respondent: E;i.fe events -perceived by individuals as decisive fo,,t

their well being constitute an important field of study in social-gerontology:

f,

By looking at aging through the eyes of the elderly, aS' they themselves assess
.

their life events, we may gain important insights on old age.

20
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